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About This Game

Earth Overclocked is a twin-stick shooter with rogue-like elements, set in a distorted version of our world where trees are evil,
snowmen have lasers, and monsters run amok 5d3b920ae0
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Judging from the videos and the screenshots I didn't have many expectations. After all, rogue-like-retro is a genre that has
become saturated in today's indie games. Besides, permadeath, no save-anytime-I-want, not appreciated (it stated it clearly in its
description, no surprises). Yet, I was inclined to gamble my cents (perhaps even more, had it supported linux, too) for a few
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minutes of fun, on a game with full controller support. So I got it on a discount. And, indeed, I enjoyed it a lot, for it proved to
be a really well designed game, despite it's retristic, not-so-beautiful look and feel. I'm now looking forward to playing it with
friends. Would I buy it again on its full, 5$ price? I really don't know. But on a discount, you can't go wrong.. the wost game i
have ever played, it shouldnt even be on steam.. the game is ok but there's a timer that you can't turn off, thatpisses me off. I
play games to relax, not to have a ing deadline on when a level needs to be done. if there was an option to turn off the timer I
would change my mind on the game.. One of those games that has been swept under the rug and deserves more attention than its
getting.. Game's pretty damn great, it's got addictive gameplay that's typical of any worthwhile rogue-like game. The goal is
simple, yet the journey is hard, but with a u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 of upgrades and unlockables, at
least it'll always be fun.. decent. could be good if you could actually run away from fast moving bosses after dodging their rush,
if the weapon projectiles hitted fast moving enemies, if you didn't have to rush dungeons to finish in time and if the weapons
were better balanced (for example, shooting a rocket upwards can make it go right instead and melee range might not be enough
to get to an enemy while many are shooting or attacking you).. Earth Overclocked is a REALLY fun game with a varied
overworld as well as random dungeons. There are also fun weapons and hilarious enemies.. ok but i got better games to spend
my time on so thats why i only have 0.4 but those 0.4 hours were enjoyble. Great game to scratch that Nethack itch! 10/10. Fast,
replayable, good.
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